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; CYPE is strengthening its presence in the main Portuguese-speaking countries. 7. ORGANIC CONTROL is the most
important part of the strategy for the conservation and development of the environment. Nafioni Chemical and Weinmann

NanoPathologies develop products for healthy eating and packaging of various products. Broader drug technology studies have
included identification of molecular differences and immune aggressiveness caused by different dosage forms, and the results
of these studies are used to identify the optimal combination and maintain pharmacodynamics [32]. 8. COMPLEX PROCESS

MANAGEMENT is one of the key areas in which NafionÑ– Chemistry continues to focus on cutting-edge research at the
intersection of science and technology and constantly develops partnerships with researchers and developers. The priority that

Natalia Strategies enjoys in developing technologies for practical applications demonstrates the breadth of the range of products
that NafIonÑ– CheMic has brought to market in collaboration with scientists and developers [33]. Here are the results of some

applied research conducted at the NAT Academy of Sciences and the Cardiology Research Center in India. Collaborative
research with other scientific groups has led to the development of tools to combat metabolic disorders, cardiovascular disease,
diabetes mellitus, cancer, drug-induced diabetes and HIV. Several controlled projects, including the diabetes control project,

have been milestones in the development of NafioinInjectable (NIT), which is able to control diabetes through products that can
control blood sugar levels. The project was initiated by the NAT Academy of Sciences and developed with scientific

organizations including the NAT Diabetes Institute, Melbourne World Economy Center, the University of Melbourne and the
Beijing Functional Diagnostics Centre. To develop more effective, safer and more effective ways to treat diabetes in India,
Nataliani CheMiChemistry has researched and developed drugs that both improve metabolism and lower blood sugar [34].
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